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In this paper we present some functional analytic tools that allow us to prove a 
theorem on @*q-smoothness of general (discrete and continuous) invariant 
manifolds for @,q-systems. A crucial role in this proof will be played by a theorem 
on ‘@“-parameter dependence of a fixed point of a contraction delined on a scale 
of Banach spaces. This fixed point principle is stated independently and may be of 
interest in itself. Further functional analytic considerations concerning smoothness 
properties of the Nemytski operator are presented in a rather general form. 
Throughout the paper we treat the two cases of continuous and discrete dynamical 
systems in a unified manner. Thereby we use some concepts and results from the 
so-called calculus on measure chains which was developed by the author in Rex in 
Math. 18, 1990, 18-56. Knowledge of this calculus is not necessary for under- 
standing the paper. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present some functional analytic tools that allow us to 
prove a theorem about Vk~q -smoothness of general (discrete and con- 
tinuous) invariant manifolds for %?‘,” -systems. This proof can be performed 
in a transparent and compact manner. As a fundamental tool for this 
purpose we prove a theorem about WkJ -parameter-dependence of a fixed 
point of a contraction defined on a scale of Banach spaces. 
Let us make this more precise. First of all a function is called a 
Wk3”-function for k E N, q E [0, 11, if it is k-times continuously differentiable 
and has (for q > 0) q-Holder-continuous derivatives. 
The fixed point theorem, a central part of this paper, in a strongly 
shortened form reads as follows: for Y a Banach space, Z0 4 . . . 4 ?&& a 
finite scale of continuously embedded Banach spaces, 
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A: Y x X0 + X0 continuous 
A: Yx?&-+X&~S%?~,~ The fixed point mapping 
contraction conditions * F: Y-+X,is%k~~asamappingF: Y-+Xk,,. i 
technical conditions (1) 
Due to its general form this result may be of interest in itself. 
The exact statement of the theorem we just formulated proves to be well- 
adapted for an adequate handling of the %k’S-smoothness problem for 
general invariant manifolds. Almost all technical details and sophisticated 
estimates can be put into the proof of the fixed point theorem. 
In [Vb/VG87] a ‘#l-version of the above theorem is proved and applied 
to the g’-smoothness problem for center manifolds. In order to check the 
‘Zk-smoothness of center manifolds of @-systems these authors give a 
generalization of their theorem. When applied to the smoothness problem 
a lot of technical problems reappear. They again disguise the true core of 
the proof of the dynamic problem. 
A similar idea was already used by Irwin in [Ir 801. Ne shows the 
Vk-version of a contraction principle for mappings on a special scale of 
Banach spaces, the spaces of so-called pseudo-convergent sequences. The 
presentation of this contraction principle is strongly adapted to the con- 
crete application, the proof of existence and smoothness of the so-called 
pseudo-stable manifolds for mappings (discrete dynamical systems). 
Another approach to the smoothness problem is essentially based on a 
lemma of Henry (cf. [He83, Ch/Lu88]) or other methods of a more 
differential topological nature (cf. [Hi/Pu/Sh77, Sh87]: gk-section theorem 
for fiber contracting maps). 
We prove the theorem on wk. q-dependence of invariant manifolds in a 
very general setting described by the following items: 
l It does not matter whether the equation under consideration is 
discrete (difference equation) or continuous (differential equation). We 
allow the underlying time scale to be an arbitrary closed subgroup of R. 
Depending on h 2 0 these are (besides { 0 > )
%=hZ (h>O) and U=R(h=O) (2) 
xA(r)=$ [x(t+h)-x(t)], x”(t) =$ (t). (3) 
We have stated the corresponding “differential operator.” 
l We prove existence and smoothness of pseudo center manifolds. 
They are tangent to Y = X0, if the linear operator in the underlying equa- 
tion leaves the subspaces X-, X0, and X + of X = X ~ x X0 x X + invariant. 
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As domain for the eigenvalues of A 1 X0 we allow many more sets than the 
(shifted) unit circle or the imaginary axis, respectively. 
l We admit non-invertible systems (i.e., systems with non-invertible 
id, + Ah), which only makes sense in the case h > 0. They are characterised 
by the fact that initial value problems may not be solvable or may not have 
unique backward solutions. Sometimes we will comment on the effect of 
the invertibility hypothesis (cf. (H4) below). 
l Finally in our proof we cover the Holder continuity case. Its 
inclusion requires some non-trivial additional considerations. 
In order to formulate our hypotheses in a form independent of the 
underlying time scale we define for h > 0 a function p,,: Iw x C + 
{PER: 1 +rh>O} by 
11 +;Ihl’- 1 
ph(y, z) = lim I1 + “,“:“- ’ = 
h ’ 
if h>O 
(4) 
h’ \ h 
r . Re %, if h = 0. 
For h = 0 and r = 1 this is the logarithmic norm (cf. [La/Tr88, p. 98; 
Au/Hi90]) which can be defined for more general Banach algebras. For 
h > 0 and r = 1, ph is the projection onto the half line [ - l/h, co [ along a 
circle with center - l/h. 
Now let X be a Banach space and for h > 0 let % be the corresponding 
closed subgroup of [w described in (2). Further on let k E N and q E [0, l] 
be fixed. 
On the time scale U we consider the dynamical equation (difference or 
differential equation) 
xd = Ax + g(x), (5) 
in X and the following assumptions: 
(Hl) Let X possess a decomposition X=X- xX0 xX+, Y := X0 
with these subspaces being invariant under A. We set A - := A 1 X-, etc. The 
real constants ,a < ,b < ,b < ,a E gh := ] - l/h, cc [ G R, are assumed to 
separate the parts of the spectrum of A in the following sense 
o(A-)= {~~a(A):p,(lJ)<g} 
o(A’)= {AECJ(A):_b<p,(l, A)i_b} 
a(A+)= {iEd(A):+p,(l,,t)}. 
(6) 
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(H2) The constants ,a <,b <_6 <_a satisfy the gap condition 
P/Al? ,a) < P/G + ‘13 ,b) G PhW + rl> 4)) < P/Al, _a). 
(H3) g: X+X belongs to the class %“,q such that g(O)=0 and 
Dg(0) = 0. All derivatives are bounded. 
(H4) id, + Ah E 2(X, X) is invertible. 
Remarks. For h = 0 condition (H2) reads 
,a<(k+r/)._b<(k+v).,b<_a. (7) 
So this is a condition on the distance of the vertical strips of the spectrum 
of A. 
For h > 0, (H2) can be written as 
_ah+l<(_bh+l)k+‘X(_bh+l)k+‘l<_ah+l. (8) 
For h = 1 this is just the “gap condition” or “annulus condition” (cf. 
[Vb87, Ir80]), which in our case takes a slightly different form due to the 
representation of the discrete dynamical system as a difference equation 
and employing of the logarithmic norm instead of the modulus. 
The mapping eS( ., 0): % -+ R+ generalized exponential function), 5 E 5&,, 
is defined as the solution on U of the linear homogeneous calar initial 
value problem 
xA=l.x, x(0) = 1. 
For fixed y = (y, y) E 2: = ] - l/h, co [ 2 the space BY = BY%(U, X) is defined -+ 
by 
BY := 1 
Ix(t)1 x: T + X, continuous, sup - Ix(t)1 
fG~ e,(t, 0) ‘“‘;~~e,(t,<* . I 
Furthermore, for the fixed equation (5) we define the invariant subset of X 
J$ := {x0 E X: There is a solution x( .) 
on T of (5) with x( .) E BY and x(0) = x0}. 
We then have the following 
THEOREM 1.1. For Eq. (5) let the assumptions (Hl)-(H3) be fulfilled. 
Let y E 9: with ,a <,y <,b <,b < y <_a be given. Then there is a constant 
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L = L(k + q, y) > 0, such that a Wkxq-mapping H: Y-+ XT exists with 
H’(0) = 0 and 
2 :=graph HGA’?, 
provided that 
SUP 
SEX 
Pg(x)l U(X) 6 W + ‘13 Y1. (9) 
If (H4) is fulfilled we have .X = A$. 
Remarks. 1. By means of retraction mappings we can derive a 
theorem on local invariant gk,” manifolds for (5) from the above theorem. 
The essential fact hereby is that we can drop the drastic postulate for boun- 
dedness of all derivatives of g. This construction can be found in many 
places (cf., e.g., [Vb/VG87, Ke67]). We do not perform it here. 
2. For (_6, ,b) = (0, 0), A? is a classical global center manifold. If (H4) 
holds, it is unique and contains all bounded solutions. Condition (H2) 
becomes redundant. In the case g E %?(X, X), 2 is a qk*” manifold for 
every kE N and rl E [0, 11. A? may not be a %‘:” manifold due to the 
possibility of a shrinking domain of differentiability (cf. [VS79]). 
Before beginning the proof we want to make some considerations about 
the underlying time scale. 
2. THE UNDERLYING TIME SCALE 
The possibility of a unified presentation of theorems in discrete and con- 
tinuous dynamics becomes apparent when one compares the foundations of 
discrete and continuous analysis. The author has done this within the 
frame of the so-called calculus on measure chains. It allows the develop- 
ment of an analysis for functions defined on measure chains. These 
essentially are the closed subsets of IF& The foundations of this calculus 
are presented in [Hi90]. In [Hi891 some deeper theorems on integral 
manifolds and linearization of dynamical systems defined on measure 
chains are presented. 
The only measure chains we consider here are the closed subgroups of [w 
described in (2). They are uniquely determined by the nonnegative number 
h 30. Thereby not the algebraic structure but only the constant distance 
h 2 0 between the elements of U is relevant. We give a survey of notions 
and rules from the calculus on measure chains which are necessary for the 
understanding of this paper. The handling of these things is somewhat 
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unaccustomed. Readers which are only interested in the version of 
Theorem 1.1 for the continuous time scale will easily pass over this par- 
ticular symbolism. Also the access to the smoothness problem for discrete 
dynamical systems is simpler than the one resulting from an unsystematic 
direct treatment. This comes from the fact that one has a good dictionary 
for the [w -+ hZ translation. The properly important structures are 
emphasized (cf. the introduction of the vector space L%,, below). 
A very important ingredient o the calculus on measure chains and to the 
considerations in this paper is the following abelian group structure on the 
set @\I-l/h}={z~@:zh+1#O}. It isdelined by 
w@z=wzh+w+z, 
w-z 
w@z=- 
I +zh’ 
One easily derives that for Y E Z 
(1 +zh)‘-1 
(l+zh’)‘-l= h ’ 
if h>O 
r 0 z :=u= lim 
h’ \ h h’ 
r-times r . z, if h = 0. 
(The meaning of “r-times” for r < 0 is obvious.) The subgroup Se, := 
(r E [w: rh + 1 > 0) together with 0 and 0 becomes a real vector space. 
In this context the function defined in (4) has two different meanings: 
First it is a homomorphism from C \{ - l/h} to the subgroup 9h, which we 
therefore can call “real part half line.” This meaning mainly gets unfolded 
in (Hl). 
Secondly the restriction of ph to R x gh is just the scalar multiplication 
0 again. Therefore (H2) can be written in a more suggestive way as 
,a<(k+q)O_b<(k+q)O_b<_a. (10) 
Now, let 2 be an arbitrary Banach space. The operation inverse to the 
derivative (cf. (3)) is (measure chain) integration. Suppose that for con- 
tinuous z: T 4 Z the function Z( .) is a solution of the initial value problem 
2“ = z(r), Z(0) = 0. We then set 
s ’ z(s) As := Z(t) - Z(r). I 
For h = 0 this is the integral defined by Riemann sums. For h > 0 we have 
s 
I max(r,r) -h 
z(s) As = sgn( t - r) . 1 z(i). h. (11) 
r i=min(r,t] 
iGhi2 
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Furthermore, for A E 9(Z) the mapping @( ., r): T + 2(Z) is given as a 
solution of the initial value problem 
@*=A.@, @p(z) = id,, 
which is generally defined on [r, cc [ n T or on the whole of U, if id, + Ah 
is invertible. For h = 0 this function coincides with the ordinary exponential 
function exp(A( . - r)). For h > 0 the identity 
@(r 3 7) = (id,+ Ah)<‘-‘? 
holds true. Finally, for scalar c1 E?$,, the positive exponential function is 
given by eJt, z) = @Jr, 7). 
All theorems and formulas from the calculus on measure chains which 
we will use are known or relatively easy to obtain for the special cases 
T = hZ or U = R. We summarize them here: 
. Product rule for differentiation. For w: U -+ W, z: U + Z, 
+: W x Z + V bilinear and continuous, we have 
(w.z)A (t)=w(t+h).z*(t)+W*(t).Z(t). (12) 
l Fundamental Theorem of calculus. For continuous z: U + Z we 
have 
(~~.‘z(s)ds)A(I)=z(I). (13) 
l Functional equation for the exponential function. For a, fl E L’&, 
re[W, t, 7eU we have 
eat6 7) .eS(C 7) = eaea(f, 7), e,(4 7)‘= e,. .(t, 7). (14) 
l Integration of the exponential function. For a, p E ~2~) r, t, 7 E U we 
have 
l Isotony of the exponential function. For LX, /I E ~8~ with a < j? and 
t, TEU we have 
d6 7) 
{ 
Geg(t, 7), if t27 
2ep(4 7), if t d 7. (16) 
9 Asymptotic behaviour of the exponential function. For 
aEBh,rEU we have 
e,(t, 7) X 
1 
a, if a>0 
0, if a-c 0. (17) 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We are going to prove Theorem 1.1 by means of several functional 
analytic tools the presentation of which we give in Sections 4-6. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (a) For notational simplicity we equip the 
vector space .c%‘: = CA?,, x 92,, with a partial order that is compatible with the 
vector space structure 
(cI~coq4lp=cIBp and cl<!. (18) 
For s E N, y E 9:, and for mappings U: T -+ Y”(X, X) (space of the s-linear 
symmetric mappings (X)” + X) let the norm 
Il4l,;, := {;:i 14~bs~x,,~ ey(Oy f), ;;t 14~)l,~s~x,x~ e,(O, t)> 
and the corresponding Banach space 
98; :=max{u: T + Y”(X, X), continuous, Ilull a;, < cc ) 
be given. For s = 0 we get the spaces BY = g: already defined in Section 1. 
We have the natural inclusion 
These spaces are fundamental for our further considerations. 
(b) Now let y E 92: with b < y <a. Since all derivatives of g of order 
<k are bounded, the derivatives of order <k - 1 fulfill a Lipschitz 
condition. Therefore the Nemytski operators 
i 
%+ 
akin(O y) 2 if s<k-1 
G;: q, ’ 
if s=k 
X(.)H(Dsg~x)(.) 
are well defined. Observe that the operation min has to be taken with 
respect o the partial order (18), for the first component his is just the max 
operation. 
(~1 BY 
1 
Y-By 
%: Y”(0,@,(~,0)Y,0), 
a linear bounded (evolution) operator is well defined. For this take notice 
of the estimates for I@,,( t, O)l in (36) which are based on (Hl ). 
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(d) Let K,: g? -+ PJ,, be the linear bounded operator introduced in 
Theorem 4.1 below. For L small and y E Y fixed the mapping 
has exactly one fixed point x*( . ( y) E .G$. By Theorem 4.1 this function is 
a solution of the problem 
xd = Ax + g(x), /Ix(~)Ila),< a> nOx(O) = y. (19) 
(e) We define the function H: Y+XPxX’ by H(y)=x*“(Oly). 
The inclusion 2 = graph Hc A!? is assured by the following chain of 
implications: 
x0 E A$ o 3 solution x( .) E a7 of (5) with x(0) = x0 
o 3 solution x( .) of (19/y = y,) with x(0) =x0 
=3x(.)withx(O)=x,andx(.)=x*(.Iy,) 
* x0 = (H - (Yo), YO> H + (Yo)) = x*(0 I Yo) 
-X,EYP. 
If id, + Ah E Z(X) is invertible, the implication arrow in the third line can 
be turned. We arrive at 2 = A?. 
(f) So the existence part of the proof is finished. Now we want to 
turn our attention to the smoothness problem. The crucial idea consists of 
the following: It suffices to prove that the mapping 
with an appropriate B is of class G@“. Then it follows that H is Vk”‘, 
too. The main tool for this purpose will be the fixed point Theorem 6.1 
below. We want to fit the situation under consideration into the system of 
preassumptions of this theorem. First let q = 0. 
(g) Definition of a Banach Scale. Because of (H2) there exist con- 
stants E > 0, CI, uj, iii, j=O, . . . . k in J%$ such that the following inequalities 
hold: 
b<a=a,=cr,< .” <aj_l<&j-l<mj< ‘-- <ak<iik<a (20) 
E@Ctj<Ej, j= 1, ..,, k- 1 (21) 
aOEOEj<cxj+,, j=l , . . . . k - 1 (22) 
zil 0 .‘* OEjs<cljl+ _.. +j,v ~22, i , , . . . . i, 2 1. (23) 
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One can obtain these inequalities by proceeding as follows: w.1.o.g. we only 
consider the second component of these constants, For the lirst component 
one simply has to turn around all appearing inequality relations (especially 
,E has to be chosen less than 0). So first choose ,E > 0 and 0: such that 
cr’_b (24) 
kOg<g@(3k-l)Q_E (25) 
~<min{_aO(3k-1)~~,0}, if _b<O. (26) 
In order to obtain inequalities (24)/(25) assumption (H2) was unavoidable, 
also confer the reformulation of (H2) in (10). We go on by setting for 
1 <j<k 
go :=& :=_a, (27) 
cl, .= m0ro~3.wm_~, 
-I ’ { 
if fx>O 
,aO(3j-2)0_~, if ~-CO 
(28) 
+j L=$,j@&, (29) 
In the case (_b, ,b) = (0,O) (classical center manifold) one can disregard the 
confusing conditions (26) and (28) line 2. By (20) the Banach spaces 
!q := 9&,, g. := i?+?*, 
form a scale of Banach spaces 
f&^ojp=s.fq2;g”, ~$$y=-+..~xk&~k. 
According to the proceeding in Section 6 below (cf. (43)) we define 
q:= (J !qx ... xzqc(.!&)3 (30) 
(il, _._, iI) s N’ 
il+ ... +Ir<J 
for s, Jo N with s <j< k and $g := (0) for j= 0, . . . . k. Additionally let 
XT:= g1 
if s=l 
1’ 
if s#l, 
for s, Jo N, with s < j < k. Finally .Y(.%=;, Z), Z an arbitrary Banach space, 
is the space of s-linear symmetric operators 9; -+ Z (cf. (45)(r = 0)). 
(h) By the association 
[t H z(1; .) . ..) .)I H [I@,( ‘1, ---v xs(.))“z(.; x,(-h . . . . x,(.)13 (31) 
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(natural) linear bounded embedding operators (i.e., with norm 6 1) 
L?a; 6 Lq.%;, 93”) and 93; rPI Y(!q, ?a’,) (32) 
for s, j E FV, s < j < k, are well defined, if in 9: the conditions 
/JOajGv resp. p @ olj d v (33) 
hold true. The proof of this statement for the case s = 1 is similar and easier 
to perform than that for the case s > 2. So we will omit it. In the case s > 2 
we have X; = 97, hence P” = P”. Since the right inequality in (33) implies 
the left one (cf. (21)), it is enough to prove the existence of P under the 
assumption (33) (left). 
So let ZEL’~; and an arbitrary vector (x1( .), . . . . x,( .)) with 
(x1(. 1, ..., x,(.))E~ilX ... x!qGz; and Ilx,(A,q= 1, I= 1, .*., s 
(34) 
be given. By the definition of ZJ in (30) we have ir + .. + i, < j, hence by 
inequality (23) we conclude 
Cri,O ‘.’ OGli,<tlil+ . ..+i.<Orj 
and then for t 3 0 
sup {lx,(t)l -.* I xAt)l e,(O, t,> 
f>O 
(14Y) SUP {Ix,(t) e,,,(O, t) I . . . I x,(t) eG,fK4 t)l) 
t20 
G IlxI(~)ll~, ... Ilxs(~Nl,q= 1.
This and inequality (33) (right) will be used in the following estimate: 
l(~z)(t; xl(t), . . . . (t), . . . . x,(t))lx. e,UI t) = Iz(t; xl(t), . . . . x,(t))lx .ey(O, 1) 
G I4c .9 . . . . .)I~PS(X,X).I~l(t)lX... IxA~)lx~e,Uk t)~e,(O, 1) 
< llz(.; ., . . . . .)Il‘y. P 
With an anologous considerations for t < 0 one obtains 
II(~z)(~;.q(~), . . . . X,(.))lI~“~ 114.; ., .a.? .NI.@. P 
According to definition (44) of the norm for Y(L?;, 98”) we get 
II Pz)( .; ., ..., .)I19(q,s)=su~{ Il(fj~)(.~ x1(.), . . . . x,(~)Nlgv: condition (34)) 
i llz( .; ., . . . . . III as. P 
This is the assertion. 
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(j ) Definition 
is defined by Ci = 
and investigation of the mappings CT and C,;. First Ci 
K, 0 GE: L!& + Xx. If not taking into account natural 
embedding operators the other mappings CJ and C; essentially are com- 
positions of the mappings K,, Gz, and K,, Gh,, respectively. More 
precisely, for s,jEN, 1 <sdjbk, we consider the commutative 
Diagram 1, 
and state 
l CJ: L!& -+ 9’(!Z$ xi) is well defined. A crucial role is played by the 
inequalities (21) and (23) for the definition of the P”-operators as described 
in step (h). 
l Q’o G”,: Z0 + 98: is continuous by Theorem 5.3 (special case p = 0), 
since the weight function 
w,;: tH 
{ 
e&O, th t<O 
e&O, t), t>,O 
vanishes at co. So ii 0 CT is continuous. 
For s, j E N ,,, 0 < s < j Q k - 1, we further consider the commutative 
Diagram 2, 
From this we can see: 
l C;: L& + 9’(Z;, q) is well defined. Here the inequalities (22) 
and (23) are important for the definition of the p-operators along step (h). 
By Theorem 5.3 (special case p = 1) Q’ 0 GS, :%,, + Wi e E is continuously dif- 
ferentiable, since the mapping w~;~. (W&r = w*: is vanishing at co. It 
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follows that ii+, o CJ-is continuously differentiable. In order to calculate the 
derivative of lj+, o C; we consider for 0 <s <j< k - 1 the commutative 
Diagram 3, 
Here the mappings not characterized by symbols are natural embedding 
operators. By Theorem5.3 (p=l,?=O,Y:=X,=~~,~“O:=~=,,, 
.2”:=93;+‘) we have 
D(Qs~G”,)=Q~+l~G”,+‘:~o~~~+‘. 
If we drop the (natural) embedding operators in an appropriate manner, 
we get 
The mapping M-one can denote it by “separation of an argument”-is an 
embedding so natural that we can omit it. Observe that C;z: as a mapping 
to 9yq;;, .S$+ i) must not necessarily be continuous, though rj+, 0 C.; is 
continuously differentiable. 
We confirm 
. rj+ 1 0 Cj is differentiable with derivative D(z,+ 1 0 C;) = C;l,!. 
(k) We choose L(k, y) > 0 such that 
K := W, 7). II&II “{%I < 1 for all PE (y,a,ap,iip: p= l,..., k) ~92~. 
From (9) and step (h) we conclude for j = 1, . . . . k and x( . ), x( .) E X0 
IIc~(X(~))--~(X(~))Il~~K~Ilx(~)-X(~)/lq, 
IIqwNl~(q) G 4 
IIqxwll~(q)d~. 
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(1) NOW, for r, S, j E N, with r + s < r + j 6 k we define the mappings 
qs: yxxo+ 
1 
~(%h% if (r, s)= (0, 1) 
Y( Y’ x f=q,%+,), if (r, s) # (0, 1) 
sy + cgxc . ), if r=O,s=O 
T’“(y, x( .)) = 
CJx( . ), if r=O,s>,l 
lj+ r 0 D’Sy, if r>,l,s=O 
0, if r>l,s>l 
and 
Tj”: YxL2+Y(Y’x!T;,~,+j) 
ISY + cpw, if r=O,s=O 
qy, x(.)1= 
Cjx( . ), if r=O,s>l 
_ 
lj+ r 0 D’Sy, if r>l,s=O 
0, if r>,l,s&l. 
(m) The continuity and differentiability properties of the mappings 
C; and CJ marked by the l symbol in step (j) are transmitted to corre- 
sponding properties of the mappings Ty and T,‘“. A more exact and simple 
check shows that the preassumptions of the fixed point Theorem 6.1 are 
fulfilled. Hence, the fixed point mapping 
for T, = Tr: Y x L!& + X0 has the property, that Fk = i, 0 F,: Y + !& is 
k-times continuously differentiable. Also with (H3) and point (ii) of the 
fixed point theorem we obtain DF,JO) = 0. Employing the consideration 
from step (f) we arrive at the assertion of the theorem for v] = 0. 
(n) Now we treat the case q E 10, 11. We define the spaces needed for 
fitting into Theorem 6.1 (iii) 
!q = a*, with ~S~:=a~@min{O,q~ol},j= l,..., k. 
According to (56) for s, Jo N, s < j < k, we introduce the spaces %; and 
then-according to (44), (45)-97&J, Z), where Z is an arbitrary Banach 
space. 
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As it is done in step (g) one can show that by the mapping rule (31) a 
linear bounded operator 
93; A Y(.Tq, L@“) 
is well defined, if ,u 0 Ej ,< v. 
By the following Diagram 4 
. z;S: %0 + y(!Z;, $.) is well defined for 1 6 s 6 j 6 k. 
From the commutative Diagram 5 
and the fact that the mapping QSo G”, is q-Holder-continuous by 
Theorem 5.3, we see that 
. i, o CT is q-Holder-continuous. 
Now, if one defines Ty: Yx X0+9($;, gj) by 
(Sy+ cpw, if r=O,s=O 
qTY> 4.)) = 
z;jx( . ), if r=O,s21 
‘i, 
/+ro D’SY, if r>l,s=O 
0, if r2l,s21 
as in step (1) and chooses L(k + q, y) > 0 such that 
K := Uk + r, Y) . I&II 2(gBJ < 1 
forall /?~{y,cc,~l~,~l~,a~:~=l,..., k}c9:, 
then the additional assumptions of Theorem 6.l(iii) are met; it follows that 
ik 0 F, : Y -+ ?& is of class Wk.“. All is done. 4 
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4. THE BOUNDEDNESS PROBLEM 
In this section we prove the following 
THEOREM 4.1. A E Y(X) is assumed to fulfill condition (Hl). Then for 
each y = (y, y) E 92: with b < y < a there exists a linear bounded operator 
KY : 9~9~ + gY: such that for g E BY the mapping K, g is the unique solution of 
the inhomogeneous problem 
xd = Ax + g(t), nOx(0) = 0, x E z-3) (35) 
Moreover, for b <jI< y <a the identity K,g= K,~E.%~ holds. Zf addi- 
tionally (H4) is valid then the problem (35) has exactly one solution KY g. 
ProoJ: (a) First we choose c = (c, ,c), d = (_d, ,d) E 2: such that 
b<d<y<c<a. 
Condition (H 1) provides the estimates 
I@-(& z)l dMe,(t, ~1, t>T 
lQo(t, z)l d Me,(t, ~1, t9z 
(36) 
lQo(t, ~)l d Me,(t, ~1, t3z 
I@+(t, ~11 6Me,.(t, ~1, f d 5, 
where c and d are constants generally dependent on M> 1. 
These estimates are well known for the special cases U = hi? and T = R. 
They can be derived within the calculus on measure chains without this 
distinction of the different cases (cf. [Au/Hi90]). 
(b) We set 
W, g)(t) := j; @o( t, s + h) z’g(s) As + Jr @-(t,s+h)Vg(s)As 
-cc - 
K;(f) K;:(f) 
+s 
@ + (t, s + h) x ‘g(s) As, 
+cO 
and show that K, is well defined and linear bounded with 
(37) 
Observe that @_(t, s + h) is well defined in the case of non-invertible 
id, + Ah, since t 2 s + h. From the definition one sees that KY is indepen- 
dent of y. 
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(c) We give an estimate for IIKFjj p . For t 3 0 we have Y 
hf. lMILBf = 
2-G 
. e,k 0). Cey,Jt, 0) - 11 
< 
hf. lIgll,y 
y--d 
. e&t, 0). 
By an analogous consideration for t < 0 one altogether gets 
(d) The following estimates show that KY is well defined and 
bounded (comparison test). For arbitrary fixed t E U we set z := min{ t, O}. 
Then we have 
l(K,d(t)l Q 1’ @-(t, s) n-g(s) As 
-03 
+(t, s) n-g(s) As 
7 
G 5 ’ -02 Me&t, $1. llgll p,. e&s, 0) As 
+ I’ Me,(t, s) . II Al 9,. e,h 0) As r 
=~e,(~~O)~llgll,y~ ’ e~~~(S,O)AS+I’e,,,(s,O)As 
-cc - T 1 
580/106/l-8 
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< 
hf. /lgll,l 
y-L’ 
.e,(C 0). Ce,,,(z, 0) 
+ e,o,(4 0) -e,os(T, O)l 
= M. IlSlla;. e,(t, 0), 
J-cc { 
if t<O 
e&t, 01, if t 3 0. 
The last inequality follows from y ~1, t > r and y 0; > 0. 
(e) K,g is a solution for (;5). In step (d)-we showed that Kyg~CkYy. 
Also it is obvious that n°Ky g(0) =O. Hence it remains to be shown that 
K, g is a solution of the equation. We will prove this for KY (for the other 
components one can proceed analogously). By (12) for arbitrary t E U we 
have 
(t) 
@(O, s + h) n-g(s) As 
+j~“9(0,s+h)n-g(s)As )I Aw 
=@(t+h,O).@(O, t+h)n-g(t) 
+A.@(t,O).jr @(O, s + h) n-g(s) As 
--m 
=A-(K,g)(t)+n:-g(t). 
Here we tacitly made use of (H4) in order to demonstrate a nice applica- 
tion of the product rule. The solution property can even be shown in the 
case that (H4) is not valid--e.g., by directly substituting the integral by its 
defining sum (11). 
(f) In order to show uniqueness under the assumption (H4), we can 
restrict ourselves to the case g E 0. For a solution x of (35) (g = 0) we have 
17cx(O)( = [Q-(0, t).K(t, 0) n-x(0)1 = I@-(0, t) .K-X(t)l 
< Me&O, t) . e$ t, 0) 3 0, 
since 1 <,c. Observe that Q-(0, t) is well defined by hypothesis (H4). By 
using similar arguments we get rc+x(O) =O, hence x(O) = 0 and therefore 
x(.)=0. 1 
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5. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE NEMYTSKI OPERATOR 
We want to derive some general criteria for continuity and differen- 
tiability of Nemytski operators. For this purpose we consider the following 
situation. 
Let V, Z be two Banach spaces and U be an arbitrary set. For the 
spaces on which we will investigate the Nemytski operator we assume 
the following preassumptions to be fulfilled. (V, )I. II *-), (ay, II .IIYq) are 
Banach spaces of functions 
IX-U--+V resp. T + Yy( V, Z), q = 0, . . . . k, 
such that the following is true: 
(Al ) For each t E U the evaluation maps 
ev,: Y-+ V, u(.)k+v(t) (38) 
resp. 
eo, : Zi? + Yq( V, Z), z( . ) H z(t), q = 0, . . . . k (39) 
are continuous. 
(A2) The natural bilinear insertion maps 
2PXY+ZY-1 
are well defined and continuous for q = 1, . . . . k. 
As a consequence of (Al) in Y limit processes and evaluation maps com- 
mute. Especially for a continuous sequence of functions [0, l] + Y, s H f, 
we have 
EXAMPLE. Let (V, /[.I/ y) be defined by a continuous positive weight 
function; i.e., we have 
Il4.)llv :=sup ~lwV~~vo)I> v := {UEv?(U, V): Ilull*-< co}. (40) 
r‘zT 
Provided that (9, (1. )I 9) is defined by a weight function wra, too, the 
axioms (Al) and (A2) are met, if the spaces (S?, I[.[/ au) are defined by the 
weight functions wp . w gq: U + 08 +. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let g E %?:“( V, Z), Y, and $Yq be as described above in 
(Al), (A2). Suppose the Nemytski operators 
GY: 
1 
Iv+P 
v(.)+-+ (Dqgov)(‘) 
are well defined (i.e., Gq(Y) s Tq) for q = 0, . . . . p. Let GP be continuous. 
Then the Nemytski operator Go: Y --f 3’ is p times continuously dtfferen- 
tiable with derivative 
DpG” zz GP. 
Thereby we have dropped the natural embedding (identification) 
fz”p 4 YP( Y. a”). 
Proof. For q E { 0, . . . . p - 1 } we immediately will prove the statement 
If Gq+ ’ is continuous then Gq is continuously differentiable 
with derivative Gq + ‘. 
From this we can derive the statement in the theorem by mathematical 
induction. 
Let v, h E V’“. For t E T we have the identity in Yq( V, Z) 
G“(v + h)(t) - Gq(v)(t) - GY+ ‘(v)(t). h(t) 
=Dqg(v(t)+h(t))-Dqg(v(t))-Dq+‘g(v(t)).h(t) 
= s ’ [Dq+ ‘g(v(t) + sh(t)) - Dq+ ‘g(v(t))] h(t) ds 0 
= 
s 
’ [Gq+l(v+sh)(t)-GY+l(v)(t)] h(t)ds 
0 
(A’) = (Gqfl(v+sh)-GYfl(v))ds 1 (t).h(t). 
This equation holds true for all t E 8. Therefore for given E > 0 we get 
IIGq(v+h)-G4(v)-Gq+1(v)h~~~V 
= IID ’ (Gqtl(v+sh)-Gq+‘(v))ds 1 II .h 0 LTq 
[Gq+ ‘(v + sh) - Gq+ ‘(v)] ds 
il 
. Ilhll, 
p7+1 
< s ; llGq+1(v+sh)-Gq+1(v)I19yc+,ds~llh~l~=o(l~hll), 
hence Gq is differentiable with derivative Gq+ ‘. 1 
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So the question remains when a Nemytski operator G: Y” + d between 
two Banach spaces is continuous. We wish to answer this for more special 
norms on 9. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let T be locally compact and (9’“, 11. )I*- with 
Y c V(T, V) a Banach space of continuous functions such that (Al) is 
fulfilled. (3, I(. II y’) is assumed to be defined by some weight function wz 
(cf: (40)). Further, assume that wy vanishes at co; i.e., for arbitrary E > 0 
there exists a compact set T, E T with w(U\U,) c 10, E]. 
Then the Nemytski operator G: 9’” -+ 3 of a bounded continuous function 
g: V + Z is well defined and continuous. 
Remarks. 1. For U compact each positive continuous function w9 is 
admitted. 
2. There are no preassumptions necessary for V and II . /I V. The only 
relevant feature is (Al). 
3. Instead of postulating the boundedness of g, it would be enough 
to claim that the image of V under G only contains bounded functions 
from 9. 
Proof Let E>O and v(.)E V be given. 
(a) There exists a compact set U,E U such that 
sup {I‘d&)4t)6+~ tE u\u,. 
“E v 
(b) Q := {u(t): t E U,} E V is compact. Because of the continuity of g 
there exists 6, > 0 such that 
Idu)-g(v)l.~G if uE9, Iv-v/.%6,. 
(c) For each JET, there is a neighborhood U, of t and (by (Al)) a 
5, E R such that for all t E U, and v( .) E V we have 
Iv(t) - v(t)1 v ,< let) - V(~)l v+ Iv(z) - V(~)l v+ Iv(z) - v(t)1 v 
<$fs,+t, II~(~)--v(~)lI.-. 
Now choose sl, . . . . s, E U, such that U, E U;=, U,, and define 5 := (C,,: 
i= 1 7 . . . . n}. Then, if v(.)EY with Ilu(.)-v(.)IJy<6 :=6,/(1+2<)>0 we 
get for all t EU, 
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(d) From (b), (c) we derive 
SUP {Ig(f4t))- dV(f))lz) GE, if Il~(~)-v(.)l/~ d6. 
fETK 
(e) Now, if IIu-vIIY. <6, by (a) and (d) we are led to 
II g ~U--g~Vllg :=sup {MO))- S(v(t))lz w(t)) 
1t-f 
SUP {Ig(~(t))-g(v(t))l,w(t)}} GE. I 
f E T ‘\ a K 
We combine the two theorems of this section to the following corollary. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let PE N,, go [0, 11, T be locally compact, and V, Z 
Banach spaces. The Banach space (-Y-, /I . II +,.) with Y c ??(T, V) is assumed 
to be defined by the weight function w,.. The Banach space (SY’““, I(. I/ FS) with 
3” c %(U, 9’“( V, Z)) is assumed to be defined by another weight wg5. 
If p 2 1 the mapping wz . w J ’ is bounded. Suppose that the mapping 
WY. w;.(P+‘I) is bounded and, tf n = 0, vanishes at 00. g: V -+ Z is Ypxq, all 
derivatives are bounded. Then the Nemytski Operator G: Y + d is %?p-q, 
with 
DPG = G”: Y + Tp. 
Here 2Fp s %(U, Yp( V, Z)) and II )I 9p is defined by the weight function 
WFP := WT. w;-P. 
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we exploit this theorem only for 
thecases(p,~)f((l,0),(O,rl),rl~CO,11}. 
Proof. (a) First let p = 0. For q = 0 the statement is simply 
Theorem 5.2. For q > 0 and u, v E Y we have 
Iddf)) - g(u(t))l wT(t) 6 const. (u(t) - v(t)l” w,e(t)q. 
From this we conclude that 
IIGu-GuI),<const. Ilu-ull$-, 
so G is q-Holder-continuous. 
(b) Now let p 2 1. We define the spaces (LP, II. II aq), q = 0, . . . . k, by 
the weight functions 
WI” := WY. w;-_4. 
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Then (Al) and (A2) are valid. By the conditions of the theorem the 
function 
-I- wyu. WV _(WE.WJ(P+‘1))YI(P+‘1~1)~(Wg.wJ’)~~41(P+~-~~ (41)
is bounded and, for q>O, even vanishes at 03. 
(c) For q < p - 1, Dyg: V+ yq( I’, Z) is globally Lipschitz due to the 
boundedness of Dq+‘g. The boundedness of (41) assures that GY: V + X4 
is well defined and globally Lipschitz. 
(d) The function 
is bounded and, for q >O, vanishes at 03. Therefore, by step (a), 
GP: 3’+ 3J’ is well defined and continuous, in the case pl> 0, q-Holder- 
continuous. It follows that G is %?p.1. 1 
6. A FIXED POINT THEOREM FOR SCALESOF BANACH SPACES 
For keN let 
x0 = go cil x, & g$ & x2 
c . . . c J?& & $jTk (42) 
be a scale of continuously embedded Banach spaces. The restriction of any 
of these inclusion maps to a smaller Banach space will be denoted by the 
same symbol. 
For s, jrsN,sdj<k, we define 
!I-;:= (J ?q x . . . x zq E (s=ky. (43) 
(iI, .__, i,) f Ns 
il+ +ir<l 
Additionally, for s = 0 and all j with 0 < j < k we set XJ? := {O}. 
g; is closed under multilinear operations, exchange of components and 
topologically closed, for short, mst-closed. 
For two Banach spaces Y, Z, and a mst-closed subset W” s (s?~)~ and 
r, s, je N, we denote by 9$,( Y’ x %+, Z) the set of the multilinear, sym- 
metric operators T: Y’x W” + Z. Here T is called symmetric, if the image 
does not change when either two y-arguments or two x-arguments are 
changed. Because of multilinearity and symmetric of TE 9&,( Y’ x W”, Z) 
we can write 
T.y,. .I. .yr.xl- ... .x,:=T(yl ,..., y,,x ,,..., x,). 
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For TE ,u?,,,( Y’ x W’, Z) we define the operator norm 
II TIl ‘cp( Y' x Yv,Z) := sup{ II 0, . ..yr.X1...Xs)llz.3(il,...,i,s)E~(S 
with (y, , . . . . Yr, xl, ...3 x.v) E ( y)’ x $i, 
x . . x ?zjs c ( Y)’ x W”, 
v y<r: llYqll y= 4 VP<*: Ilx,ll~p= 1> (44) 
assuming values in [0, co]. The subspace 
Y(Y’x~“,Z):=(TE~~~(Y~X”W~,Z): IITII,~cy~xw~,z,<co) (45) 
of ,u?,,,( Y’ x W”, Z) becomes a Banach space with this norm. 
Now, on the basis of these definitions and conventions we are able to 
formulate our fixed point theorem for scales of Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 6.1 (Fixed Point Theorem for Scales of Banach Spaces). Let 
k E N. Suppose, for each (r, s) E N i with r + s < k there exists a mapping 
(the “formal” partial (r, s)-derivative of T= TDO), such that the subsequent 
conditions are fulfilled: 
(Vl) Image range. For each je N, with r + s 6 r + j< k there exist the 
following two mappings defined by restriction of the image of T”: 
T’“: Yx X %q, q;.,, if (r,s)=(O, 1) / O+ 97 Yrxq, fq+r)r if (r,s)f(O, 1) 
(46) 
Ty: Yxx~+9yYrx~;,~j+r). 
(V2) Continuity. For each je N with r + s < r + j < k let 
Ts” be continuous w.r. to the left argument from Y, 
ir+jo T,‘” be continuous, 
TW 0 be lipschitz-continuous. 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(V3) Differentiability. For each jE No with r + s< r + j< k- 1 let 
lj + r + ,a v be differentiable with partial derivatives 
Dl(lr+j+ I o TJS) = TI”1.S (51) 
&(I r+,+l~i-JS)=T;;:‘. (52) 
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(V4) Contractiuity. There exists Ic E [0, 1 [, such that for all (y, x) E 
Y x f& and all j= 1, . . . . k we have 
llT~(Y,x)-T~(Y,x)ll,,d~ llx--xllxo~ (53) 
II q?Yv x)ll 9(9yy;,t2j) G k (54) 
II q?Y> x)ll Ty!q,q, GIL (55) 
Then, according to the Banach fixed point theorem T = Tr: Y x X0 + 3, 
possesses a fixed point mapping F, . Y -+ X0. It has the following properties: 
(i) The mapping ik 0 F, : Y -+ L& is Wk. 
(ii) In particular, i, 0 F, is continuously differentiable, for fixed y E Y 
D(i, 0 F,)(y) is the fixed point of the mapping 
~Lp(K~lil)+w3=l) 
UH T:‘(Y, F,(Y)) u + T,~‘?Y, F,(Y)). 
Further on let the Banach spaces !$ with 
L?q’ ‘, ep-r”+’ *!q+l, j = 1, . . . . k 
be given. We define the spaces 
for j = 1, . . . . k and additionally set $y = (0 ), j = 1, . . . . k. 
We supplement the above preassumptions as follows. For 1 6 r + 
s < r + j < k the mappings F; which emerge from T” by restriction of the 
image 
Ty: Yxf&+sqy’x~;,!t$+,) 
exist. The mappings 
ij+ro Ty: Yxx+Y(Y’X%-;,9j+J. 
(57) 
(58) 
are q-Holder-continuous for 1 G r + s d r + j ,< k. 
Assume that 
lly(Y, W)Il,($)aG j=l k. , ..., 
Then iko F,: Y+ %%k is gkYq. 
(59) 
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Remarks. 1. For X = X0 = L!& this is the classical fixed point theorem 
on %‘k.q-parameter dependence of the fixed point of a K-contraction 
T: YxX+X. 
2. For k = 1 this theorem partially coincides with that presented in 
[Vb/VG87]. 
3. Observe that besides TF not one of the mappings T,‘” must be 
continuous in the X-argument. Conditions (49) and (51), (52) just mean 
that Ty becomes continuous or differentiable, resp. after an appropriate 
embedding. Above all one could-in a very coarse manner-say that 
Theorem 6.1 and its proof work within the category of “scales of Banach 
spaces”; the corresponding morphisms are mappings between the spaces of 
the scale, which become continuous, Htilder-continuous, differentiable, or 
gk,q after an embedding in some bigger spaces of the scale. The assertions 
g,(p) and S&(p) in the proof below essentially contain a kind of chain or 
product rule for these mappings, respectively. 
4. In (V4) there are 2k + 1 (a number dependent on k) contraction 
conditions listed. This reflects the fact emanating in the application of this 
theorem that the smoothness of a center manifold can depend on the size 
of its domain of definition. For growing k, q one perhaps has to shrink the 
neighborhood in order to get the rising number of contraction conditions 
fulfilled. 
5. It would not be very difficult to derive implicit or inverse function 
theorems from the fixed point theorem. In fact, in the proof of Theorem 1.1 
we use an inverse function version. It is a real special case of Theorem 6.1 
due to the fact that all mixed derivatives T’“, r 2 1, s 2 1 are allowed to 
vanish. 
Proof: (a) The fixed point mapping F,: Y -+ X0 for T= TT is 
lipschitz-continuous. We have 
= II KY, J’o‘o(~)) - T(Y, J’o(~))ll 
G II T(Y, f’,(y)) - KY, Fo(y))ll + II T(Y, F,(Y)) - T(Y, ~do(y))ll 
d K. ~I~~(Y)--~(YN + IlTh F,(Y))- T(Y> Fcd~))ll. 
Thus we get 
IIF,(w3(Y)ll~~~ IIW, F,(Y))- T(Y, Fdy))ll,, 
and by (50) the claimed statement follows. 
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(b) Some notation. In order to formulate our statement to be proven 
by mathematical induction in a technically flawless and consistent manner 
we need some additional notation. For p = 1, . . . . k we define the index set 
JP:= (i,,i ,,..., ik)~Nlfk:i,,+ i j.ij=p 
1 
. (60) 
.I = 1 
Further on for p = 0, . . . . k let 
6, := (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . . 0)E 
p-times 
if p=O 
if p = 1, . . . . k. (61) 
For typographical simplicity we introduce for ZE J,, p= 1, . . . . k, the 
functions 
(62) 
p,(y) := ql”:b’ ..’ fik (~,F,(y))EY(Y’ox~‘::+,.‘+“,~‘,). (63) 
(c) By mathematical induction upon p = 1, . . . . k we prove 
d(p). There are mappings E,, F,: Y -+ Tp( Y, 3,) with the 
following properties: 
d,(p). The identity F,(y) = (id5 - V&J)))‘. E,(y) holds true. 
The inverse of (id, - VdP( y)) E 9(3$) exists by postulate (54). 
d;(p). The mapping Fp is the derivative of the differentiable func- 
tion I~oF~-,: Y+yp-‘(Y,gP). Then we have Dp(z,~Fo)=FP, hence 
F,(y) E Y( Yp, 5) for all y E Y. 
a$(~). E,E.~‘( Yp, zp) has a representation (with Fj(y) = 
(ijoFj)(Y)) 
dd(p). Fp : Y + L7( Yp, gp) is continuous. 
For p = k we get the assertion (i) of the theorem. 
(d) We prove J&‘( 1). We define E, : Y -+ 2’( Y, !Xl) by 
E,(Y) := V,,(Y) = T!,%, F,(Y)) 
and F, as in &r(l). 
(64) 
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We show dZ( 1). For y, h E Y we have 
The fourth expression is less than or equal to K . l)z, o F,(y + h) - 
zi 0 FO(y) - F,(y) hll (cf. 54)) we bring it to the left side. In the first expres- 
sion we have 
Because of (52) (Y = s = j= 0) and by Lipschitz-continuity of F0 (cf. 
step (a)) this expression is of order o( llhll). The second and the third 
expression are of this order, too. 
For s&,( 1) there is nothing to show, it remains to show &( 1). By taking 
into account the identity ilo V,,(y).F,(y)= Va,(y).P,(y),y~ Y one 
estimates for y, h E Y 
IIF,(v+~)-P,(r)ll,,,.~,,, 
= II [II o v&J + h) .FI(.v + h) + iI “E,b + hII 
- CL, o V,,(Y) ‘FI(.v) + i, o E,(.Y)lll 
G II~,,(y+h).Ci,~F,(y+h)-~,~F,(y)lII 
+ II CiI o V,,(Y + A) - i, o Va,(v)l ‘F,(Y) 
+ Ci~~E,(y+h)-~,~E,(y)lll. 
The estimate /I V6,(v)ll aygp($,qJ < K leads to the inequality 
l/i, oFl(y + h) - iI oFI(~ Q~-il[il~~,,(y+h)-i,~V,,(y)l.F,(y) 
+ Cil~E,(y+h)-i,~E,(y)lII. (65) 
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By continuity of the mappings i, 0 V,, (cf. (62), (49), step (a)) and i, 0 E, = 
i, 0 TAO (cf. (64), (49), step (a)) we get the claimed statement. 
(e) Here we show item (ii) of the theorem. For ye Y we have 
F,(Y) - WY, F,(Y)) .F,(Y) 
= [id, - J’~Y)I .J’,(Y) = E,(Y) = T~‘(Y, Fe(y)). 
BY I,0 T?(Y, F,(Y)) = ?‘(Y, F,(Y)) - 0 I, and an embedding into T1 we get 
F,(Y)- WY9 J.o;‘Y)) .F,(Y) = CO(YY F,(Y)). 
Because of F,(y) = D(i, 0 F,)(y) this is the assertion (ii). 
(f) Now, we prove d(p) by using d(l), . . . . r;4(p- 1). As a prepara- 
tion we show two statements .@,(p) and S&(P): 
L&(P). For each Z~J,_,,r:=i,,s:=i,+ ... +i, the mapping 
zP 0 v,: Y + y( Y’ x $i-, _ r, S$,) is differentiable with derivative 
D(zpo v1): - { 
y~~(y,~P(yrX~~-l-,,Xp)) 
YH V,,+,(Y)+ b,+,(YbR(Y). 
By inserting the definitions (62) and (63) we get for y, h E Y 
lllpO P,(y+h)-i,o PAY)- CV,,+,(Y)+ ~,,+,(Y)4(Y)l ~l19(Y’x~;g-,-,,~p) 
6 lbpO ~~~~~,(Y+~,~o(y+~))-~,~~~~,“_,~,(Y+~,~o(Y)) 
- T;-;l (Y + k Fo;o(Y)). CFo(y + A) - Fo(Y)lII 
+II~,~~~-,“_,-,~y+~~~0~y~~-~,~~~~,~,~Y~~0~Y~~ 
- T;+?“,(Y, f’oF,(y)).hll 
+ IIC~F;“:‘~Y+~,~~~Y~~-~~~_:‘~Y,~~~Y~~~~~~~Y~~~~~ 
+ll~g;“~‘(~+~,I;,(~))~C~,~~o(~+~)-~,~~o(~)-~,(~)~lll 
=wdl) 
by (48), (51), (52), and LS$( 1). In the last line we were able to interpose 
the embedding rl, because the domain of definition Y’x a;?: of 
T ;LT ‘(y + h, F,(y)) allows us to do so. 
(g) We show: 
L&(p). For each ZE.Z~\{~~-~} the mapping 
Y-+Tzp-l(Y,xp) 
P--2 
Y H lpO VI(Y). n q(Y) . ..Fj(y)=.Ipo V,(y).F,(y) 
j=l - $-times 
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is differentiable with derivative 
Y + P( Y, !iy z Y( Y, L?p- ‘(Y, Tp)) 
Y++ v~,+AYbc5”+,(Y)+ V6,+AYVc5,+AY) 
P-2 
+ c i; vri,+,~6,+,(Y).~~,+,~-ii,+,(y). 
,=I 
Observe that in case i, = 0 one can set ii. I’,,+, ~ &,+ ,(y) = 0 without 
worrying about the fact that V6,+, -&,+ i (cf. (62)) is not defined. 
Hence, let IGJ,~,\{~,-,} be fixed. We again set s := i, + ... + 
i,=i,+ ... +ipp2. For EE (1, . . . . S} let the number 1~ { 1, . . . . p - 2) be 
defined by 
i, + ... + i,-, +l</<i,+ . ..+i I’ 
Thus I is the number of the block containing 1 with respect o the partition 
of i,+ ... +ipe2 defined by (i,, . . . . ipp2 ). The essential features of this 
definition are the identities 
$0 V,(Y) .F,(Y) = zpo h(Y) .F,l(Y) 
p -. 2 
=1 P “l(Y) n Fj’i(Y)“‘Fj’i(Y)=zpo pI(Y)’ fi F,(Y): 
j=l m i,-times /= I 
p-2 
c i,-Vfi,+,~n,+r(Y).F,,+,-,,+,(Y) 
j= 1 
=,g, %+,-a,+, (Yb&,+,-&.1(Y). 
These formula will be needed in the proof of our assertion. We have 
!I ~p~V,(Y+h).~,;,(Y+h)-l,~V,(Y).~,(y) 
- Kkl+~(Y)x%+,(Y)+ V,,+,(Y)~&,+,(Y) 
[ 
+iv 
I=1 
h,+,~CII(Y)~~,+,-,,+,(v)]-h,~~,~~~~ 
. P 
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~IICz,~P,(y+h)-~p~P,(y)-(v6,+,(y) 
+ Vs,+AY) .Fl(Y)) Al .FI’,(Y + h)ll 
+i II tpo P,(Y) m, + A) - ipo F,(Y) mY) 
/= 1 
/- 1 
-v 6,+,~b,+,(y).~~+,(y)hll. 
~1 
n F”‘,(Y). ii ~“‘,(Y+w 
n=l n=/+l II 
+ ll(Vc3,+,b)+ Vs,+,(y).~,(y)).h.(~,,(y+h)-F,(Y))II 
+ i V,,+,-,,+,(4’).~,+,(~).h.‘~l F”(Y) 
I= 1 II n=l 
. 
[ 
fI F”‘.(Y+w- ir F”;.(Y) . 
n=I+l n=/+l 11~ 
Observe that besides the statements S?,(p) and d4(j), j= 1, . . . . p - 2, the 
following estimates relevant for the estimate of the second expression are 
involved. 
We have (again using the abbreviation r := i,, s := i, + . . . ipez) 
$pv~(y).F,(y+h)=l,~ p;‘- 1 -,(A Eh(Y)) .F,(Y + A) 
=T~-~(y,F,(y)).(i,+,o~,(y+h))= V6,+,~6,+,(y).(i,+10~,il(Y+h)). 
Thus we get 
IlIp m)mY+~)-~p” ~AY).K(Y)- v,,+,~,,+,(Y).~,+,(y)hll 
- 
by differentiability of I,+, o FI (cf. &(l), 1~ p - 2). 
(h) In several steps we prove d(p). 
Ad dl(p). The mapping 
E,: 
1 
Y-*~p(Y,Xp)~.(Y,~P-l(Y,~p)) 
YH~(zpO~6,~I)(y).~p-~1(Y)+~(~pO~pp--I)(y) 
is well defined by W,(p) and d3(p - l)/!&(p). F, is defined according to 
4(P). 
(j) Ad 4(p). First, observe that for y, y E Y we have 
(~poV~,-,)(~)~Fp-~1(~)=(~p~~~,~,)(~)~(ip-1~Fp-,1)(y) 
= V&4. (lpoFp- l)(y). 
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Now, we are able to estimate as 
11~,~~p~,(v+~)-~,~~p~,(~)-~,(~)hll~ 
= l/tpoip-Io CV,~~,(Y+h).F,-,(y+h)+E,-,(y+h)l 
-iPoiPP, ocv,~~,(Y).F,-,(Y)+E,~,(Y)l 
- c~a,~~,~Y~+~~~,~~~,p~,~~Y~~~~p,~Y~+~~~p~~~p,~Y~l hII 
G II cope ~a,~I(Y+h)-~,~~,~~,(y)-~(~,~~~,p~I)(y)hl.~~p,l(~+h)ll 
+ IIC~,~~~~t(Y+h)-~,~~~~,(y)--D(1,~~~~,)(y)hll 
+ll~(~,~P6~~,)(Y)-C~~ip1(Y+h)-~~~l(y)l.hll 
+II~,~(y).C~,~~~-,(y+h)-~,~~~-,(y)-~,(y)hlII. 
The first two lines are of order o( llhll) (by definition of differentiation), the 
third is of this order, too, by dd(p - 1). By II V,J y)II 9t9,3, < K < 1 
(cf. (54)) the claimed statement follows. 
(k) Ad J&,(P). By definition of E, we have 
E,(Y)=~(~,~~,~~,)(Y).I’,-,(Y)+~(~,~~~~,)(Y). 
By @‘r(p) and d’(p) we see that E,(y) E 9( Yp, 3,). By L&(P) (set Z= ~5,~ 1) 
we get 
mpo ~hp-,W~~p-l(Y) 
= V a,+6p&+~p-l(Y)+ Vs,+a,-,(y).~‘,(y).~p;,,(y). 
From &C3(p - 1) and .%?Jp) we derive 
Wp~~p-l)(U) 
= c cp-1,1’ v~“+,b)x?-b,+,b)+ Y5,+,w&,+,w 
IEJp-l\i&ll [ 
P-2 
+ c ii. v~,+,--s,+Ib)xs,+,- 
j=l 
?,ib)]. 
But now, as one can easily see, for all ZE .Z, _, \(6, _ 1 } and all 
j = 1, . ..) p - 2 with ii 2 1, 
60+6p~,,61+6p-,,6,+Z,6,+z,6j+,-6j+ZE5p\{6p} 
~p-Iw=~~‘,,+,p-,w~ F,(Y).~ppI(y)=~~,+a,~,(y), 
F,(Y) =&+,(.Y). 
Hence, E, admits a representation given in d,(p). 
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(1) Ad S&~(P). The proof of continuity of ip 0 F, can exactly be 
performed as in the corresponding proof of i, 0 F, (statement s$( l), cf. 
step (d)), if one substitutes the l’s appearing there by p’s. Additionally one 
has to observe that iPo E, is continuous due to the following items: 
representation of E,, in s$,(p), continuity of iPo Ty (cf. postulate (49)) 
continuity of F,, (cf. step (a)), continuity of Fj (cf. &Z(j)), j= 1, . . . . p - 1. 
(m) The considerations about Holder continuity are lacking. F. is 
Lipschitz continuous and so q-Holder continuous for all q E [JO, 11. By (58) 
it follows that the mappings ^ i,+ j 0 V, : y H T,‘“( y, F,(y)) are q Holder 
continuous, too. 
We supplement he list of properties of Fp in step (c) by the additional 
one: 
4(P). 2, 0 F,: Y + yp”( Y, L&,) is V-Holder continuous. 
For p = 1 one can proceed as in the check of dd( 1) in step (d). One merely 
has to replace ip by I,. By (59) we get the estimate 
which is analogous to (65). In the differences on the right hand side there 
are only V-Holder continuous functions. 
The step of induction consists of several partial considerations. First, we 
show that for all IE J,\{ S,} the mapping 
Yh9qY,qJ 
y+-+$O ~AY)~~,;,(y) 
(cf. step (g)) is V-Holder continuous. Therefore we derive advantage from 
the notation introduced in step (g) (with p instead of p - l), such that we 
can write 
I=1 
with IE { 1, . . . . p-l} for 1o{l,...,s},s:=i,+ ... +i,=i,+ .f. +iPmI. 
Hence, we have 
f h)ll 
)I II + 1 II&o ~,(~)~C~,(y+h)-~,(y 
I=1 
. n Fn;.(y)- fi 
(1 
I- 1 
F&S-h) 
?I=1 n=/+l /I 
5X0/106/1-9 
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= I/ C&o V,(Y + A) -^i,o V,(Y)] .FT;,(Y + h)ll 
+ i II UY). b~,(Y + h) -ho ~Av)lII 
I= I
II 
I- I .F 
. I-I m.i+ n F”:,(Y+h) . 
?I=1 n=l+l II 
From this our intermediate assertion follows. Observe that for 
le { 1, . ..) p - 1 } the mappings F[ and ^ i,o F,;,, resp. are continuous by ~$(l) 
and q-Hiilder continuous by &(l), resp. 
Furthermore, we can conclude from the representation d3(p) that 7, 0 E, 
is q-Hiilder continuous. If one now repeats the estimate in step (d) with p 
instead of 1 and YP instead of iP, then one arrives at the inequality 
II~,~~~‘,(y+h)-~,~~,(y)ll GA- II II^i,O b&Y + A) -$O JGpb41 .qY) 
+ Ci,~E,(y+h)-i,~E,(y)lII. 
Hence ‘i,o F, is q-Hiilder continuous. i 
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